Abstract-We study the transmission of correlated sources over multiple-access-relay channels, in which both the relay and the destination have access to side information arbitrarily correlated with the sources. We propose two new joint sourcechannel coding schemes based on novel combinations of the correlation preserving mapping (CPM) technique with SlepianWolf (SW) source coding. The proposed coding schemes are based on the decode-and-forward strategy in which CPM is used for encoding information simultaneously to the relay and to the destination, whereas the cooperation information from the relay is transmitted using SW coding. The two schemes differ in the decoding method used at the destination: While the first scheme uses successive backward decoding, the second uses simultaneous backward decoding. We show that none of the schemes can be proved to be universally superior, but both schemes achieve the best known results in all the special cases previously considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
The multiple-access-relay channel (MARC) is a multiuser network in which several sources communicate with a single destination with the help of a relay [1] - [2] . An example of such a network is the uplink in a cellular communication system, in which several mobile stations communicate with a base station while assisted by a relay. The MARC is a fundamental multi-terminal channel model which combines both the multiple-access channel (MAC) and the relay channel models. In this work, we study the lossless transmission of arbitrarily correlated sources over MARCs, in which both the relay and the destination have access to side information that is correlated with the sources. Note that two types of cooperation are viable in this setup: direct cooperation between the relay and the transmitters in sending the sources over the channel, and indirect cooperation in encoding the sources e.g., when the relay sends its side information to the destination.
One of the major results in source-channel coding is the source-channel separation theorem [3] , which states that a source can be reliably transmitted over a memoryless pointto-point channel if and only if its entropy is less than the channel capacity. However, the optimality of separation does not generalize to multiuser networks [4] , [5] , and in general, optimal performance requires a joint design of the source and channel codes. In for the transmission of correlated sources over a MAC. By using the correlation preserving mapping (CPM) technique, in which the channel codewords are correlated with the source sequences, [4] obtains single-letter sufficient conditions for reliable communication of discrete, memoryless, arbitrarily correlated sources over a MAC. The main benefit of the CPM technique is enlarging the set of possible joint input distributions, thereby improving the performance compared to a separated construction of the source code and the channel code. The CPM technique of [4] is extended to source coding with side information for MACs in [6] .
In [7] and [8] we derive conditions under which separation is optimal for transmission of correlated sources over phase fading and over Rayleigh fading Gaussian MARCs using decode-and-forward (DF) at the relay. However, since the MARC model generalizes the MAC, it should be expected that separation would be suboptimal for general MARCs. Therefore, for general MARCs, optimal performance would require employing a joint source-channel code. In [8] , [9] we also derive two joint source-channel coding schemes which are based on using a common transmission scheme to the destination: either both sources and the relay encode the information to the destination using CPM, or all use SlepianWolf (SW) source coding combined with a separately designed channel code.
Main Contributions
In this work we derive two novel joint source-channel coding (JSCC) schemes that use CPM for encoding information from the sources to both the relay and the destination. The relay, on the other hand, uses SW coding for forwarding its cooperation information. The proposed schemes differ in the decoding method used at the destination: in the first scheme the destination uses successive backward decoding of the cooperation information and of the transmitted sources; and in the second scheme the destination uses simultaneous backward decoding. A comparison of the sufficient conditions of the proposed schemes shows that it is not possible to establish that either of the two schemes is universally better than the other. However, both schemes achieve the best known results for all previously characterized special cases.
In [8] , [9] we derive two JSCC schemes which combine SW coding with the CPM technique. In [8, Thm. 7] , SW coding is used at the transmitters for encoding information to the destination and CPM is used for encoding information to the relay, while in [8, Thm. 8] CPM is used for encoding information to the destination and SW coding is used for encoding information to the relay. In both [8, Thm. 7] and [8, Thm. 8 ] the same coding method is used for transmission from the sources and from the relay to the destination: either all nodes use CPM, or all nodes use SW coding followed by independent channel codebooks. In [8] , we also identified two special cases such that in each case only one of the two schemes achieves the the best known result: for the cooperative relay broadcast channel (CRBC) model (see [10] ) [8, Thm. 7] is optimal, while when the relay is absent, the MAC conditions of [4, Eqns. (12) ] are obtained only from [8, Thm. 8] . In contrast, each of the novel coding schemes we propose in the present work achieve the best known results for both special cases.
Moreover, by comparing the new scheme based on simultaneous backward decoding with the scheme derived in [8, Thm. 7] , we identify conditions under which the new scheme is better. However, we cannot show that either of the new schemes is universally better than either of the schemes derived in [8] . Therefore, the four schemes provide different sets of sufficient conditions for reliable communication of correlated sources over discrete memoryless (DM) MARCs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II we introduce the system model and notations. In Section III we briefly review the existing schemes and provide motivation for the current work. In Section IV we present two new achievability schemes and derive the corresponding sets of sufficient conditions. We discuss the results in Section V, and conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. NOTATIONS AND MODEL
In the following, we denote random variables (RVs) with upper case letters, e.g. X, Y , and their realizations with lower case letters, e.g., x, y. A discrete RV X takes values in a set X . We use p X (x) to denote the probability mass function (p.m.f.) of a discrete RV X on X ; for brevity we may omit the subscript X when it is the uppercase version of the sample symbol x. We denote vectors with boldface letters, e.g. x, y; the i'th element of a vector x is denoted by x i and we use x j i where i < j to denote (x i , x i+1 , ..., x j−1 , x j ); x j is a short form notation for x j 1 , and unless specified otherwise x x n . We use A * (n) (X) to denote the set of -strongly typical sequences w.r.t. distribution p X (x) on X , as defined in [11, Ch. 13.6] . When referring to a typical set we may omit the random variables from the notation, when these variables are clear from the context. The empty set is denoted by φ. The MARC consists of two transmitters (sources), a receiver (destination) and a relay. Transmitter i has access to the source sequence S n i , for i = 1, 2. The receiver is interested in a lossless reconstruction of the source sequences observed by the two transmitters. The objective of the relay is to help the receiver decode the source sequences. The relay and the receiver each observes its own side information, denoted by W n 3 and W n , respectively, correlated with the source sequences. Figure 1 depicts the MARC with side information setup. (Ŝ n 1 ,Ŝ n 2 ) are the reconstructions of (S n 1 , S n 2 ) at the destination.
The sources and the side information sequences,
, are arbitrarily correlated at each sample index k, according to the joint distribution p(s 1 , s 2 , w, w 3 ) defined over a finite alphabet S 1 × S 2 × W × W 3 , and independent across different sample indices k. This joint distribution is known at all nodes.
For transmission, a discrete memoryless MARC with inputs X i ∈ X i , i = 1, 2, 3, and outputs Y, Y 3 over finite output alphabets Y, Y 3 respectively, is available. The MARC is causal and memoryless in the sense p(y k , y 3,k |y
A source-channel code for the MARC with correlated side information consists of two encoding functions at the transmitters:
, and a set of causal encoding functions at the relay,
, at the receiver. The average probability of error of a source-channel code for the MARC is defined as P
) . The sources S 1 and S 2 can be reliably transmitted over the MARC with side information if there exists a sequence of source-channel codes such that P (n) e → 0 as n → ∞. Before introducing the proposed schemes we motivate our work by briefly reviewing the two sets of sufficient conditions for reliable transmission over DM MARCs derived in [8] , [9] .
III. REVIEW OF EXISTING JOINT SOURCE-CHANNEL CODING SCHEMES FOR DM MARCS In [8] , [9] two JSCC schemes for reliable transmission of correlated sources over DM MARCs are derived, [8, Thm. 7] and [8, Thm. 8] . Both achievability schemes use a combination of the CPM technique, and a SW source code followed by a separately designed channel code. As noted earlier, the achievability scheme of [8, Thm. 7] uses SW source coding for encoding information to the destination and CPM is used for encoding information to the relay, while the scheme of [8, Thm. 8] uses CPM for encoding information to the destination and SW source coding for encoding information to the relay. Since CPM can generally support sources with higher entropies compared to separate source-channel coding, a natural question that arises is whether the CPM technique can be used for encoding information to both the relay and the destination?
Next, recall that for the relay channel, when decoding at the relay does not constrain the rate, DF is capacity achieving [12] . From [12] it follows that cooperation based on binning
the set of possible source messages is optimal in this case. This raises the question whether it is possible to construct a scheme that combines CPM from the sources to the destination with binning at the relay, and how does such a scheme compares with [8, Thm. 7] and [8, Thm. 8 
]?
The CRBC model is a special case of the MARC obtained by setting S 2 = X 2 = φ, such that there is a single transmitter and, in addition, the relay is required to decode the source sequence [10] . In [8, Remark 17] it is shown that, for the CRBC with correlated side information at the relay and at the destination, the conditions obtained by specializing [8, Thm. 8] are generally more restrictive than the conditions of [10, Thm. 3.1]. The reason is that for a single transmitter, the constraints on the structure of the underlying joint distribution for the construction of the joint source-channel codebook for the scheme of [8, Thm. 8] restrict the set of joint distributions that can be used, and in particular excludes the optimal distribution according to [10, Thm. 3.1] . Therefore, using CPM for transmitting to the destination as implemented in [8, Thm. 8] limits the set of feasible joint distributions, thereby constraining the achievable coordination between the sources and the relay when cooperating to send information to the destination. This leads to the question whether it is possible to construct a scheme in which CPM is used for sending information to the destination, while the constraints on the distribution chain are relaxed or entirely removed? The two schemes derived in the following section give affirmative answers to the above three questions.
IV. MIXED JOINT SOURCE-CHANNEL CODING SCHEMES
FOR DM MARCS In this section we present two sets of sufficient conditions for reliable transmission of correlated sources over DM MARCs with side information. Both achievability schemes are based on DF at the relay, and use CPM for encoding information to both the relay and the destination, and successive decoding at the relay. In both schemes cooperation is based on binning implemented via SW source coding. The two achievability schemes differ in the decoding method applied at the destination: In the first scheme (Thm. 1) successive backward decoding of the cooperation information and the transmitted source sequences is implemented; while in the second scheme (Thm. 2) simultaneous backward decoding of the cooperation information and the transmitted source sequences is used. By combining cooperation based on binning with encoding information to the destination based on CPM, the constraints on the distribution chain imposed by the scheme of [8, Thm. 8] are removed.
A. Successive Backward Decoding at the Destination Theorem 1. A source pair (S n 1 , S n 2 ) can be reliably transmitted over a DM MARC with relay and receiver side information as defined in Section II if,
for a joint distribution that factors as
Proof: A proof outline is given in Subsection IV-C.
B. Simultaneous Backward Decoding at the Destination Theorem 2. A source pair (S n 1 , S n 2 ) can be reliably transmitted over a DM MARC with relay and receiver side information as defined in Section II if the decoding constraints at the relay (1a)-(1c), as well as the decoding constraints at the destination (3) (see the top of the page) hold, for a joint distribution that factors as in (2) . Proof: A proof outline is given in Subsection IV-D. C. Proof Outline of Thm. 1 1) Codebook construction: For i = 1, 2, assign every s i ∈ S n i to one of 2 nRi bins independently according to a uniform distribution on U i {1, 2, . . . , 2 nRi }. Denote this assignment by f i , i = 1, 2. For i = 1, 2, generate 2 nRi codewords v i (u i ), u i ∈ U i , by choosing the letters v i,k (u i ), k = 1, 2, . . . , n, independently with distribution p Vi (v i,k (u i )). For each pair (s i , u i ), s i ∈ S n i , u i ∈ U i , i = 1, 2, generate one length-n codeword x i (s i , u i ), by choosing the letters x i,k (s i , u i ) independently with distribution p Xi|Si,Vi (x i,k |s i,k , v i,k (u i )), k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Finally, generate one length-n relay codeword x 3 (u 1 , u 2 ) for each pair (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ U 1 × U 2 , by choosing the letters x 3,k (u 1 , u 2 ) independently with distribution p X3|V1,V2 (x 3,k |v 1,k (u 1 ), v 2,k (u 2 )), k = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
and
4) Error probability analysis:
The error probability analysis is omitted due to space limitations. D. Proof Outline of Thm. 2 1) Codebook construction and encoding: The codebook construction and encoding are identical to Subsection IV-C.
2) Decoding: Decoding at the relay is identical to Thm. 1. Decoding at the destination is done using simultaneous backward decoding. Going backwards from the last channel block to the first, at block b the destination already has the estimates (û 1,b ,û 2,b ) of (u 1,b , u 2,b ). The destination decodes (s 1,b , s 2,b , u 1,b−1 , u 2,b−1 ) based on the received signal y b , and the side information w b , by looking for a unique com-
3) Error probability analysis: The error probability analysis is omitted due to space limitations.
V. DISCUSSION Remark 1. The multiple-access broadcast relay channel (MABRC) is similar to the MARC except that also the relay nust losslessly decode the sources. The achievability results of Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 apply to the MABRC as well. Remark 2. The achievability schemes of [8, Thm. 7] , Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 require the same joint distribution. Remark 3. In both Thm. 1 and Thm. 2, V 1 and V 2 represent the binning information for S 1 and S 2 , respectively. Consider Thm. 1: The left-hand side (LHS) of condition (1d) is the entropy of S 1 when (S 2 , W ) are known. On the righthand side (RHS) of (1d), the mutual information expression I(X 1 ; Y |S 2 , W, X 2 , V 1 , X 3 ), represents the available rate that can be used for sending information on the source sequence S 1 , in excess of the bin index represented by V 1 . This is because S 2 , X 2 , V 1 , X 3 and W are given. The mutual information expression I(V 1 , X 3 ; Y |W, V 2 ) represents the amount of binning information that can be reliably transmitted in a cooperative manner from the source and the relay to the destination (while treating the CPM encoded information as noise). Therefore, each mutual information expression on the RHS of (1d) represents a different type of information received at the destination: either a source-channel codeword from sender 1 or a bin index sent cooperatively from source 1 and the relay.
Consider Thm. 2: condition (3a) can be written as follows
On the RHS of (6), the mutual information expression I(X 1 ; Y |S 2 , W, X 2 , V 1 , X 3 ) is identical to the first expression on the RHS of (1d). The mutual information expressions I(V 1 , X 3 ; Y |S 2 , W, X 2 , V 2 ) and I(X 1 , X 3 ; Y |S 1 , X 2 , V 2 ) represents the rate of bin indices of the SW code that can be reliably transmitted to the destination. The expression I(V 1 , X 3 ; Y |S 2 , W, X 2 , V 2 ) represents the rate of binning information that can be reliably transmitted cooperatively from sender 1 and the relay to the destination. Also the expression I(X 1 , X 3 ; Y |S 1 , X 2 , V 2 ), as S 1 is given, represents the rate available for sending the bin index of the source sequence S 1 , cooperatively from sender 1 and the relay to the destination. The reason for the two possible binning rates is that I(V 1 , X 3 ; Y |S 2 , W, X 2 , V 2 ) represents the maximum rate increase due to binning information available on the current message, while I(X 1 , X 3 ; Y |S 1 , X 2 , V 2 ) represents the maximum rate for decoding the binning information for the next step in the backward decoding scheme. Remark 4. Both Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 can be specialized to the MAC by letting V 1 = V 2 = X 3 = W = φ. This specializes the conditions (1d)-(1f) as well as the conditions (3a)-(3c) to the ones in [4, Eqns. (12) ] with Y as the destination. Therefore, both Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 specialize to [4, Eqns. (12) ] when the relay is absent. When V 1 = V 2 = X 3 = W 3 = W = φ, as there is no relay-destination link, the MABRC specializes to the compound MAC [5, Sec. VI], and Thm. 1, Thm. 2 specialize to [5, Thm. 6.1] . We conclude that Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 implement a CPM-only scheme for both the relay and the destination. This is in contrast to the previous results of [8, Thm. 7] and [8, Thm. 8] in which CPM is used for sending information either to the relay or to the destination. Remark 5. The CRBC model with correlated relay and destination side information can be obtained as a special case of the MABRC model by letting X 2 = S 2 = φ. Necessary and sufficient conditions for reliable source transmission for this model were derived in [10, Thm. 3.1] . For source-channel rate κ = 1, the conditions of [10, Thm. 3.1] can also be obtained from Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 by letting V 1 = X 3 , S 2 = X 2 = V 2 = φ, and considering an input distribution independent of the sources. This is in contrast to [8, Thm. 8] in which the conditions obtained for the CRBC setup are generally more restrictive than the conditions of [10, Thm. 3 .1] (see Section III). We conclude that both Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 use CPM for encoding information to the destination while allowing more flexibility in the achievable coordination between the sources and the relay when cooperating in sending
information to the destination, as compared to the coordination allowed in [8, Thm. 8] .
Remark 6. Thm. 1, Thm. 2, and [8, Thm. 7] establish different achievability conditions. Compare first Thm. 1 and Thm. 2: using the chain rule of mutual information, the first expression on the RHS of (3a) can be written as
. Therefore, comparing the first expression on the RHS of (3a) with the RHS of (1d) amounts to comparing 
The sufficient conditions of Thm. 1 in (1) can be specialized into a separation-based scheme by letting p(x i |s i , v i ) = p(x i |v i ), i = 1, 2. The resulting sufficient conditions are more restrictive than [8, Thm. 1] . For example, the RHS of (1d) specializes to I(X 1 ; Y |X 2 , V 1 , X 3 ) + I(V 1 , X 3 ; Y |V 2 )
≤ I(X 1 , X 3 ; Y |X 2 , V 2 ). 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we considered mixed JSCC for DM MARCs. We derived two DF-based JSCC schemes in which the CPM technique was used for encoding the correlated source sequences for transmission to both the relay and the destination, while SW coding was used for cooperation between the sources and the relay. By using this combination, the constraints on the distribution chain required by the scheme of [8, Thm. 8] are removed. The difference between the schemes of Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 is the decoding rule applied at the destination. While the first scheme uses successive backward decoding, the second scheme uses simultaneous backward decoding. As both schemes implement CPM-based encoding of the source sequences at the transmitters, both the relay and the destination benefit from the joint source-channel code. This is in contrast to the schemes derived in [8] in which either the relay or the destination benefits from the CPM transmission, but not both. However, we cannot show that either of the derived schemes is universally better than the other, or better than the schemes derived in [8] . Therefore, the four schemes provide non-equivalent sufficient conditions for reliable tranmission over DM MARCs and DM MABRCs.
